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NHS Calderdale CCG invests
in TBRP to help improve
Recovery from Addiction
across Calderdale
As part of its healthcare planning in
2013/14, NHS Calderdale Clinical
Commissioning Group (CCG)
has invested £2m of one-off grants
in local schemes, to help improve
the health and wellbeing of the
people of Calderdale. Two of these
schemes; Mutual Aid Facilitation
and Community Detoxification
Support, will be run by The Basement
Recovery Project.

on funding resources, limiting the
capacity for more detoxifications, and
has not allowed for the cultivation of
strong local peer support during this
vulnerable time.

TBRP will be delivering a
community-based, peer-led
detoxification support service.
Specifically, we will provide safe,
secure and staffed accommodation
and mutual aid peer support to those
Dr Alan Brook, Chair, NHS
clients who have mild to moderate
Calderdale CCG said: “These schemes medical needs, who would ordinarily
represent over £2m of investment
require home detoxification if they
into the sector [voluntary and
had the appropriate support. The
community] and will make a positive project will provide a support
contribution to the lives of people of service that doubles the existing
Calderdale. The investment will also commissioned capacity and improves
help to develop a vibrant third sector the outcomes of community
that NHS Calderdale CCG will be
detoxification within Calderdale,
able to commission services from in
whilst supporting the current
the future.”
development of a visible social
network of recovery from substance
Michelle Foster, CEO, TBRP
misuse in Calderdale.
said: “We are delighted that NHS
Calderdale CCG is investing in
Local clinicians, both GPs and the
our two projects, and in particular
specialist substance misuse services,
Recovery”. She describes the projects will benefit from being able to offer
as follows:
detoxification both more readily and
perhaps more often, and those using
“Calderdale has no in-borough
the service will have a better chance
detox facilities, and over the last
of a life free from drugs or alcohol.
3 years, NHS Calderdale has spot
purchased in-patient detoxification
episodes from external placements.
Approximately one third of these
placements are for patients who have
little or no support network at home
and/or unsuitable living conditions
rather than those having specific
clinical needs that require specialist
in-patient detoxification in a clinical
setting. This has placed a demand
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Our Mutual Aid project will
introduce and roll-out mutual aid
facilitation and provide a one year
training package which will create
an opportunity to increase the
numbers of people recovering from
substance/alcohol misuse, reduce the
gap in mortality rates between our
most advantaged and disadvantaged
communities, and embed a self-help
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pathway of care from community/
GP to recovery. We understand the
importance of peer support networks
in services and treatment systems
and yet the full potential of having
integrated mutual aid provision
remains largely unrealised.
People who participate in mutual
aid groups typically increase the
likelihood of sustaining their recovery
as well as improving their physical
and emotional health and wellbeing.
The social support and mutual aid
available in a group may be critical to
an individual’s recovery, rehabilitation,
or healthy coping. Group members
can offer unconditional support, and
collectively, are a repository of helpful
experiential knowledge. Mutual
aid groups also provide an intact
community and a sense of belonging.
If you don’t belong to a group and
decide to join one, you cut your risk of
dying over the next year by 50%.
We will be providing training for
health professionals and service users”.
Anyone interested should contact the
office for more information on 01422
383063 or by email:
admin@thebasementproject.org.uk

betterthanwell@hotmail.co.uk

A Wet Day at the Abbey
Well it would seem that not even the
appalling weather could stop us hardy
recovery types from going out and doing
what it is that we do best; have a load of fun.
This became apparent on a cold, wet and
windy Friday in early September when 37
intrepid Basement types gathered together
for an epic trip to Bolton Abbey where fun
and frolics were surely to be found and where
a group of determined souls were to stamp
their mark on a famous British monument.

All did not begin as was first planned
however as our transport rolled up looking
less like the luxury coach we were expecting
and more like an old school bus that had
just returned from dropping off a hoard of
children at the local secondary modern, but
undeterred we jolly fellows all piled happily
on and set off on our grand day out.
The mood on the bus was upbeat and excited
as everyone chatted noisily and seemed
genuinely happy to be a part of the day,
and even when the bus driver took a rather
baffling and circuitous route to the Abbey
spirits remained high and the anticipation
was manifest.
When we arrived the weather was even worse
than it had been when we had set off and the
rain was pouring down and the wind was
blustery and cold, yet we all plodded boldly
on down to the barbeque site where a gazebo
was erected and the food preparations began.

and windiest game of rounders/baseball in
the history of sport. People were slipping and
sliding around everywhere on the soaking wet
grass (particularly Raymond), still everyone
genuinely seemed to enjoy themselves with
Colin’s team (our team) eventually winning
quite comfortably.

With this sporting triumph achieved the
athletes then set back off to the gazebo, now
rammed full of freezing, wet revellers trying
desperately to get out of the wind and rain
and enjoying cups of hot tea, for the longawaited barbeque which I am sure everyone
would agree was a huge and welcome success.

circumstances”.
I asked Andy the same questions, and he said:
“’Cause I’ve obviously got a screw loose
somewhere Richard ha ha, no it’s good to
do something, weather’s been crap, it’s been
good, it’s been a laugh; character building,
character building”.

All in all it seemed to be a good day out for
everyone; against the odds a group of people
all connected to each other by their recovery
from addiction came together and showed
that we can make the best out of any situation
however unlikely it may have seemed in the
beginning.

After the food, a few (mental) explorers
decided to have a bit of a paddle in the nearby
river and everybody had a good old chuckle.
Unfortunately due to time restrictions and the
worsening weather situation not many people
actually made it down to the Abbey proper,
which did cause a little bit of frustration for
one or two people who had wanted to see it;
sometimes though these things do happen
and they just can’t be helped.
I asked a few attendees why they had come to
Bolton Abbey that day and if in fact they had
enjoyed it. Brian said:

I would like to personally thank Graham and
Colin for organizing the trip, a big thanks
to Vicky and Danielle for doing such a good
job with the barbeque, and thank you to
Emma for making sure we all had a cup of
tea. However my biggest thanks go to the 37
recovering addicts, who braved the weather,
made me smile and made the whole day out
something to remember.

Richard

“For a nice day out with recovering addicts
getting well.” And had he enjoyed it?
“Yeah I certainly have even though it’s been
raining, a good day, a good day for all”.

This of course seemed the perfect time to
begin a game of rounders/baseball (noone really knew which) and so Graham
marshalled up two teams to begin the wettest
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Gina replied: “To be with everybody else and
to have a good time and to get to know some
of my peers.”
And had Gina enjoyed herself? “Err
yes, to the extent that I could, under the
Want to get involved in Recovery activities? e-mail the team at betterthanwell@hotmail.co.uk

National Recovery Walk
On a (surprisingly) sunny
Sunday near the end of
September them fearless
Basement chaps set off for
the annual Recovery Walk
which was to be held that
year in the tropical climes of Birmingham
and which promised the usual blend of fun,
insanity and flawless organisation.

revelling recovery-ists; with a live band,
stalls and tents aplenty and of course the
sparkling clean and medically sterile row of
transportable water closets, and we picked
our spot (sounds disgusting but I mean chose
our area).

This last element (organisational perfection)
was proven to be evident very early on as
not one but two coaches arrived to whisk the
ebullient assembly with all speed and luxury
off to the Midlands. However, this excess
of transport did little to dampen spirits or
call forth omens of disastrous futures and
everyone piled on to the selected coach full of
After a brief period of lounging around and
hope, optimism and quite a lot of tea.
taking photographs people started wandering
Of course this was a recovery event
off in search of food and more free stuff and
logistically configured by recovery people so
the fun began in earnest. Some folk went off
inevitably we arrived in Birmingham possibly
and had a bit of a dance, some folk went off
an hour or so late and with no real idea as
for a lovely ice cream, and some folk, like
to what we were doing or where we were
me, queued (for possibly days) at the burger
supposed to be going (but the weather was
van/haute cuisine cubicle only to be told
lovely so no-one was really bothered).
that they’d run out of food for the moment
and went off instead to forage for vegetable
samosas at the vegan peace and love station
(which would in fact prove to be a mistake
later on).

Still, we found the starting point and set
about grabbing as much free stuff as we could
before at last beginning the walk miles behind
everybody else. It was at this point that Colin,
feeling jolly peckish, disappeared into the
ether and the rest of us plodded off in entirely
the wrong direction, only to realise we were
going the wrong way and, a quick U-turn
later, finally got on the right track.
The weather truly was spectacular and was
a perfect backdrop to our undertaking and
the people of Birmingham came out in their
1000’s few to stare at us uncomprehendingly
as we sweated our way through the streets of
their great city. We even picked up stragglers
from other recovery groups which added to
the unity and solidarity of the day.
Eventually we managed to find Colin (by
following the trail of discarded pasty crusts
and crying children) and arrived at the park
where the event was being held.
We were welcomed by what can only be
described as a thong (sorry, throng) of

The day was turning out to be a very good
one and later on into the afternoon Michelle,
that plucky recovery warrior and all-round
gaffer began to activate her plan to unleash
a ‘flash mob’ on the unsuspecting many and
got up to begin the dance. Although, this
writer isn’t sure whether five people really
constitutes a ‘mob’, dance they did and
splendid it was.

having a super good time.
After a bit of general reflection and
sunbathing the afternoon quietly wound
itself up and everybody made their way back
to the coach for the return leg, happy and
contented with a day out well done. And
even though the journey home did seem to
last a season it did have the feel of a trip to
the airport preceding an 18 to 30’s holiday
to Torremolinos, with lots of laughter, lots of
love (and not enough fag breaks).

On arriving back in Halifax the whole (or
most of the) merry bunch took their seats for
the Chinese buffet and swapped stories and
anecdotes whilst gorging themselves with
mystery dishes, planning their next courses
and even puddings whilst only just beginning
their first ones (it was now that the samosas
had been a bad idea) and the day drew to a
happy and utterly worthwhile end.
I am sure that everyone who came along on
this fine adventure had an utterly splendid
time and would like to thank Danielle and
everybody involved in organising the day out,
and will also definitely be looking forward to
the 2014 Recovery Walk taking place in the
excellent city of Manchester.

Richard

With the live music, including a gospelstyle choir in the background and the
astonishingly lovely sunshine beating down
upon everyone, the group quite peacefully
lounged around enjoying the atmosphere
and chatting with members of other recovery
groups from all over the country, and a
tangible feeling of serenity seemed to settle
over everyone. Our coach driver had even
come and joined us and she also seemed to be

like us on facebook www.facebook.com/basementproject

Keep up to date with the 6th UK Recovery
Walk Greater Manchester 2014 event at:
www.ukrecoverywalk.org
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Recovery Stories
“Take the cotton wool
out of your ears !”
I felt compelled to do this, to pass on my
“words of wisdom”, and just to share with all
the other recovering addicts out there. I’m
not doing this to promote The Basement
Recovery Project, (although it may seem
that way), but more to promote recovery,
abstinence and sobriety - all words I never
knew until recently in my life. My story is not
dissimilar to others out there, so I don’t need
to tell you what it was like for me before I hit
rock bottom, or what it was like during that
part of my life [drink / drugs], but I would
like to share with you what my life is like for
me now.

Early on in my journey of recovery I was
pig headed and thought “How can this man
who was a year younger than me not only
know who I was, but also know how I was,
am and going to be”. But after been told so
many times to “Take the cotton wool out of
my ears and put it into my mouth” (SHUT
UP AND LISTEN!) I did, and slowly what
was being suggested to me began to sink in
and what I heard was starting to make sense.
I saw this magic work with other people,
people who would be considered a lost cause,
those too far gone and chaotic to be saved.
Being around other recovering addicts had
(and still does have) a massive impact on me
and helped me progress on my journey of
recovery.
After three years of; ‘day by day’, ‘suck it and
see’, trying this trying that, try another group,
changing what didn’t work, continuously
looking for new things that did work,
attending The Basement Project every day,
(still do), totally giving myself over and
accepting there is a higher power out there,
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something bigger than myself, sharing,
listening and taking on suggestions from not
only the support workers at The Basement,
but from my peers, people who know what
it’s like when you are feeling shit, when your
head feels like it’s going to explode, when
your stomach feels like it’s tying you up in
knots, when your heart feels like it is on fire.
But also having them there to share when you
do feel good, when something nice happens
to you for a change (like my daughter being
pregnant with my first grandchild, and me
not only being clean and sober to be there
for her, but being clean and sober to be able
to enjoy this time of our lives). As I say, I
was three years into my journey before I
experienced pure unadulterated sobriety,
and boy was it an eye watering, head ringing,
body tingling moment. It came out of
nowhere and just hit me as I woke from a
normal night of sleep, I still don’t know what
it was that triggered it, it was just my time
I guess, so I took on the suggestion to not
over analyse it too much and flow with it, but
I couldn’t help but share it with every poor
soul who stayed and listened to me. As I have
said many times before, I used to have loads
of mates but no real friends, now I have no
mates but I have a few real good friends and I
know which I prefer to have.

and wanting to curl up and die. I felt
completely without hope. A strange series of
coincidences led me to The Basement. I was
given a fantastic welcome by staff and those
in recovery. It was so inspiring to see others
who had problems such as mine in recovery
and thriving.
I moved into Freedom House on 26th
of August. This is a property run by The
Basement as an abstinence based supported
house. It is a fabulous place to live and the
support and care is amazing. I also attend
groups which have proved invaluable in my
recovery. Pre-recovery teaches about the
nature of addiction and provides solutions,
tools and support for those wishing
desperately to escape from drug and alcohol
dependence. I am currently attending
Abstinence, Smart and Compass groups.
These provide essential help and guidance to
not only maintain recovery but also improve
life skills and confidence. There are social
activities, outings and a real unity which
hugely benefits those who have been isolated
by their illness.

I am now three years nine months on my
journey and I have never felt more physically,
mentally, emotionally and spiritually well as
I do now. I know that I can say that it is the
hardest thing I have ever done in my life, and
I know it was me who did the hard work, but
without a shadow of a doubt I would never
have been able to get as well (BETTER THAN
WELL) as I am now without the fantastic
support of people like Brad, Tom, Maddy and
Michelle and ALL my friends in recovery.
The Basement didn’t give me my life back, but
gave me a NEW and better life.
Just a final thought for you all, Recovery is
the hardest thing you will ever do, but take it
from me, it IS achievable and it is SO worth
it, just ask my mother who is now actually
genuinely proud of me, and my daughters
who love me for me being me for real.
Be Safe, Be Strong,

D arryl.

“There is Hope Here”
For twenty years I struggled with addiction
in various forms, alcohol being my primary
substance. This led to me losing my family,
job and home. Twelve weeks ago I was in
absolute despair living in a shabby bedsit

I had tried self-will and other services but it
is only at The Basement that I have been able
to progress as well as I have. The welcoming
relaxed atmosphere, staff who genuinely
understand addiction and the network of
friends I have quickly acquired all underpin
my twelve weeks of sobriety. I feel grateful,
optimistic and humble and I have a sense of
hope which had deserted me years ago.
The Basement offers ‘There is hope here’ and
believe me it does what is says on the tin.

Andy B.
(Photos by Leslie)

Join the Recovery Team at www.facebook.com/betterthanwell

Richard’s Story
Eventually my mum was diagnosed with
terminal brain cancer and given only weeks
Although over the course of time I started
to live and at the same time my girlfriend left
drinking more often and more to excess,
me and started seeing a friend of mine, and
my drinking didn’t become problematic or
it was at that time when I hit my first rock
life-affecting as such until my second year of
bottom and realised I had to do something
university. I was thirty-three at the time and
about my drinking.
during the summer break after my first year a
Unfortunately the “something” I did
very good, close friend of mine was brutally
was to stop drinking ‘cold turkey’ as I
murdered by her fiancé (another friend of
was completely unaware about physicalmine) and this event led me to a very dark
dependence and withdrawal at that time and
place.
was sure I would be fine. I was not fine.
A few weeks or so after this had happened
On my third day of abstinence (this was
I had to move back up to Scotland to start
only nine or ten months after I’d started
my second year at Uni and not only was I
drinking every day) I started, what can
Photo by Leslie still fully in the grief and madness of my
only be described as, hallucinating my
In some ways I suppose my story’s quite
friends death but I was also leaving my
freaking norcks off. And after an entire day
unremarkable but also slightly different than support network behind and this resulted
of being tortured by the cast of Hollyoakes
a lot of people’s I’ve met.
in me failing my second year within the first
dressed as police officers on an open-top
five weeks of the semester (this was due to
I wasn’t trapped in the madness for a long
bus being driven around King Cross and
period of time, but over the years I dipped in non-attendance to prescribed classes as I was acting out the hallucinations naked in
usually either too drunk, too hung-over or
and out and did spend months at a time in
my flat subsequently smashing it up and
too anxious/paranoid to go).
a terrible place. And though knowing what
flooding it; an ambulance was called and I
I know now about addiction I realise I have
I continued to live in Scotland even though
spent two weeks (at Christmas) in detox on
displayed addictive behaviours since I was
I wasn’t attending uni, but I couldn’t get a
the mental health villas. My mother’s brain
a child, in later life I didn’t really drink to
job and wasn’t eligible for benefits and I was
cancer had progressed by then to the point
run away from anything or to seek oblivion
relying entirely on my friends to survive.
that she wasn’t really aware of me or what
(even though some childhood traumas have
This is when I first entered into the cycle of
was going on and my brother and his wife
affected my life in lots of ways); I did however insanity. Finally I left university and came
had dis-owned me and isolated me from my
drink to increase my confidence and reduce
home and my drinking calmed down and
mother’s general care. So all in all, not the
my shyness.
returned to the ‘normal’ once or twice a week. best Christmas I’d ever had.
I also drank more depending on the company I was fine then for a couple of years drinking
I kept, depending on the people or places.
only occasionally (although when I did drink
night so I never thought anything of it.

I had my first drink when I was fourteen I
think when my mum (who was herself at
that time a chronic alcoholic) sent me to
the shop to buy a couple of cans of lager so,
in her opinion I could learn to drink under
proper supervision. The first time I got drunk
I was probably also fourteen and on a trip
to Blackpool with my friends and drank
two litres of cider on the train. By the time I
got to Blackpool I was absolutely gassed (to
this day I can’t really remember much about
Blackpool but my friends assured me I was a
bit of a nightmare) and then after that I only
drank when my friends did and never really
got overly drunk.
This continued into my twenties and I even
abstained altogether for about eighteen
months ‘cause I was on a health kick and
didn’t want to poison my body. However as
I started getting a bit older and a bit more
confident I started to go out a lot more and
met a lot more people, many of whom ‘liked
a drink’ as they say. I then started to binge
drink and though I only went out a couple of
times a week I drank until I blacked out and
could never remember owt in the morning,
but that was considered the sign of a good

I drank alcoholically) until two major lifealtering things happened.
Firstly I met a woman (yes Madeline
a woman) and secondly my mum was
diagnosed with lung cancer. During this
period I was trying to balance caring for
my mum who was already disabled with
neuropathy through her alcoholism and
cultivating a relationship with my girlfriend
who was also an alcoholic (I am sure). My
girlfriend had a lot of issues herself and I had
decided to ‘help’ her with them, one of them
(a major one as it turned out) being that she
‘liked a drink’, as did I.
We met in the pub, played out the first couple
of months of our courting in the pub and had
most of our fall-outs (at first) in the pub, so
booze played a big role in our relationship
from the start. I didn’t really realise at the
time that once we got together we pretty
much started seeing each other and drinking
more-or-less every day; as this went on the
relationship became more and more disfunctional and co-dependant. Add to this
the stress of caring for my mum through her
chemotherapy and I was well on my way on
my journey into bedlam.

find local recovery support - www.facebook.com/groups/CalderdaleinRecovery

Couldn’t resist putting this picture in of Richard at
Basement Jive. Ed. :)

I came out of detox feeling okay (even though
my mum had died by then), I was no longer
dependant but still (I realise now) addicted
and I started drinking again; not every day
but binging as I had before and slowly life
started to get back to normal. Then out of
the blue I received a substantial cheque
from my mother’s insurance company and
immediately decided to fly off and do a tour
of Europe, completely unplanned or thought
through.
My best friend (or so I thought) at the time
lived and ran his own business in Portugal
so that seemed the obvious place to start.
However when I got there my ‘friend’s’
business, which was in property had gone
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round the u-bend, he had no money, masses
of debt and was in an absolute mess, he is
also (I am convinced) a hard-core addict, so I
spent my time in Portugal drinking, fighting
and paying off all his debts. I left the country
acrimoniously and when I got home fell into
another three-month booze bender.
I managed to pull myself out of that though
and got myself more stable and back to only
drinking once or twice a fortnight (but when
I did drink I did get jolly well mashed-up).
This went on for eighteen months or so and
things seemed to be fine. But then, twoand-a-half years after my mother’s death my
brother finally sold her house and I received
another substantial cheque. After doing all
the sensible grown-up things like paying off
debts, buying contents insurance, setting up
an ISA; I decided that as reward for all of my
grown-upedness I really deserved a pint and
lo, the cycle began again.
This time I was in the madness for about
six months before I finally realised I needed
help and went to the doctors. She referred
me to Dashline who in turn sent me to CAT
and they eventually organised for me to go
to conn3ct and from there to TRBP and I
haven’t looked back since.
At the time of writing this I attend a lot of
mutual aid groups; I am in the AA fellowship,
I’m on the TBRP abstinence programme, I
attend Compass, SMART and Here & Now
groups and even join in at Basement Jive. I
am approaching one hundred days sober and
my life is just getting better and better.

Richard

“Keeping What You’ve
Got by Giving it Away”
After years of drug and alcohol abuse
running concurrently with a life of children
and chores, Vikki finally sought help when a
psychedelic drug left her mind in a cognitive
quandary.

it would just be over the weekends, though
I drank every day – two bottles of Martini
and a bottle of red wine. Feeling ‘normal’ felt
abnormal; drink made me feel my norm.”

Healey’s BBC3 programme, ‘Old Before My
Time’ where she talks about addiction and the
consequent health issues. “I offered to help
and go on camera if it meant that someone
else could learn more about addiction and
“I managed to keep some kind of control over
not be afraid to ask for help. For me it’s all
life – I’d get my children to school; they were
about passing the message on, but it’s also
fed and bathed but I wasn’t giving them the
about having fun in recovery. I thought
full attention they deserved – at the time, they
stopping using would be boring. How can
were more of a hindrance on the life I wanted
you enjoy yourself without drink or drugs?
– though I never really knew what it was that
Well, I show that you can. I’m passionate
I wanted.”
about recovery and want other people to get
it. It feels natural to want to give something
back, and I find the old saying “you can only
keep what you’ve got by giving it away” very
apt.
www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p01klm78

“It’s all Hands On at
Bubblegum Boutique”

Photo by Leslie

Vikki moved in and out of violent
relationships and sought safety in a woman’s
refuge which was unable to give the intensive
group treatment she needed, eventually
she found The Basement Recovery Project
(TBRP).
“The mutual aid group sessions and the
Recovery Programme itself at TBRP have
been crucial to my recovery as I feel so
involved in the centre.”
Vikki now volunteers at TBRP’s Breakfast
Club every Tuesday and Thursday and as
‘Events Coordinator’, gets involved in running
many of the social activities – an on-going
element to one’s recovery; networking with
other like-minded people.

Vikki started smoking weed when she was
13. From there it led to other drugs – Mkat,
cocaine and ecstasy at the weekends.

Vikki said her family life has improved in
leaps and bounds and now she gets pleasure
from giving her children quality care –
reading bed time stories and playing - the
‘normal’ things people take for granted. She
said “I was scared to get help for a long time
as I thought my kids would be taken away
from me – but that wasn’t the case. Parents
with active addictions should have more
confidence in coming forward – there is help.
The Basement Recovery Project has saved my
life and I feel that more people should know
about what they do.”

“I felt as though I had the drugs in control as

Vikki was recently featured on Cherry

In March last year, the mother-of-three tried
the hallucinogenic drug 2CB for the first
time. She was left feeling paranoid – hearing
voices in her head.
“For a long time, the world did not seem real;
it was more like a Sims computer game”
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Being in the depths of addiction you don’t
really care about yourself, let alone others.
You start to neglect everything around you
including your own self; your looks and your
hygiene. Some people have been in addiction
so long they have never known how to do
their hair and makeup. Starting Bubblegum
Boutique is just another way of being able to
give back.
I am a qualified hairdresser and Siobhan is
a nail therapist. We like to pamper people,
make them feel good about themselves, give
them a makeover and of course we like to
talk, but the talk is about recovery.
Everyone is asked to make a donation, how
big or small doesn’t matter, the proceeds go
back into the project.
We offer full cut and blow, makeovers, hair
put-ups and nail painting and manicures.
We have even had blokes in the boutique for
manicures and haircuts, but no guys have had
their nails painted yet.
You can put a cost on someone coming out of
treatment and not attending A&E but can you
really put a price on a smile on someone’s face
or a happy family environment?

Vikki
Photo by Leslie

Download Recovery stories @ www.thebasementproject.org.uk

The Corner (Kirklees) Update
Healthy Eating
“The Corner gets a
Makeover from LBG”
Lloyds Banking Group (LBG) have pledged
1 million hours of our time to be spent
helping projects in our local community.
These hours are funded entirely by the group
with extra support being given to buy tools
and materials. The project undertaken at
The Corner in Huddersfield, run by TBRP,
comprised of improving the environment
from something to ‘put up with’ to something
to be proud of and enjoy (and Larry wanted
an office bigger than him, which seemed
reasonable). We painted the walls downstairs,
cleaned the communal kitchen upstairs in
order to secure a reduced rental rate for the
Project, and built a new self-contained office
space upstairs.
This is just some of the feedback from people
that attended on the day …

The above course was the first course the
WEA (Workers Educational Association)
had run at The Corner and I’m hoping
that it will be the first of many! The brief
given to me was to design and teach a two
hour session each week over a period of six
weeks, a short course that would encourage
healthy eating and cooking on a budget.
10 students enrolled and to begin the first
week we experimented with scones. We
looked at all the ingredients that go into
them and why some are better than others
to give the flavour and texture for this quick
and easy nice treat. As the weeks progressed
we tackled crumbles, pizzas, curries and
ways of using mince, culminating with a
grand buffet. The students practiced many
cooking skills including being introduced to
the ‘bridge and claw’ method for chopping
fruit and vegetables safely and efficiently.
We also considered the ‘Eatwell Plate’ as an
approach to healthy eating that is sensible
and reasonably easy to understand and
apply in the future.

“It changed the way I think about people,
I now realise that the stigma attached to
people recovering from a drink or drug
dependency is completely wrong and
unfair”

Living the Dream
Midway through my second in-patient
detox from Heroin, methadone, benzo’s and
alcohol, clucking my tits off and wondering
if I’d self-discharge (again), I was asked to
attend a group that was being held in the
TV room. It was either attend this group or
sit on the floor in my room upstairs next to
the heater with a blanket wrapped around
me feeling extremely sorry for myself. For a
change I chose to attend the group.
Strange people came into the detox unit like
they knew the place and were very friendly
with the rest of the staff so I assumed they
were drug workers of some kind. We sat in
a circle and one of these guys who looked
like a complete nutter with a deep scar on
his face started talking about how he was
once an active alcoholic/addict and some
of the mad, crazy things he got up to as a
result. I liked him straight away. He and the
people who had come along with him had
all detoxed in this unit at some time and
were now members of a fellowship called
Cocaine Anonymous and they came back
every month to help others find recovery.
They did this because it helped them stay
clean and sober. I had no idea what this guy
meant and left the group at the tea break to
sit in my room and remind myself how hard
done by and unfortunate I was to end up in
a place like this...

“Some of the individuals were inspiring
and I learnt that they have benefitted from
what the project offers – hope and selfrespect”
“Turning a negative into a positive is a
double win and that’s what this charity
does”.
It is clear from these comments that the sense
of achievement, although great, was dwarfed
by the overwhelming gratitude they felt for
such a valuable experience.

Each week I looked forward to Friday
mornings and the enthusiasm of the
students, some of whom had stories to
tell of the repeat dishes they had made at
home during the interim week. Highlights
for me were the supportive nature of the
group, the way they worked together in
a pleasant and relaxed manner working
towards completing the dishes. The last
three weeks we cooked lunch for everyone
at The Corner. Each of those weeks the food
disappeared very quickly which is a huge
credit to the group. Their hard work for
the buffet was acknowledged by a round of
applause - how good is that! I also learnt a
lot from the group too.
Thanks to everyone for making it happen.

Marcus Oldham
ATM Operations – Analyst

Here’s to the next!
Bridget Crabtree (WEA Tutor)

Join the Kirklees in Recovery facebook Group @ www.facebook.com/groups/kirkleesinrecovery/

So how did Larry, our Project Lead over at
The Corner get to look so glam? Read the
full article on our website:
www.thebasementproject.org.uk
Congratulations on your wedding Larry.
From all at TBRP.
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Recovery Gets Ancient
Qi Gong (Chi Kung) is the ancient Chinese
practice of meditation through movement
and concentrates on the focussing and
movement of energy around the body, the
words Qi Gong translate as energy cultivating
and the practice is the basis for the martial
arts such as Tai Chi and Kung Fu.
Made up of three parts; posture (stationary
or moving), breathing techniques and mental
focus Qi Gong is used to cleanse the body,
circulate and store energy (Qi) and also to
pass on cleansing and healing energies to
other people.
The practice can help to heighten senses and
even change the way we taste/smell things
and has even been shown to help people
with cravings and urges proving effective in
assisting with stopping smoking especially.

time in Manchester and met a lot of amazing
people in the process and hopefully we shall
all meet up again.
What I hadn’t realised was that this course
was only being piloted and it was the first
time that Qi Gong was being taught to be
used in recovery in the whole of the UK and
that my peers and I were to become pioneers
in the field of recovery-based medical Qi
Gong. If successful it may well be rolled out
to services across the county, so no pressure.
Ultimately I am thrilled that I took part, I
broke through some personal barriers and
hopefully picked up some useful life skills
that I can pass on to other people to aid them
in their recovery.
At the end of the week I asked our teacher
just a couple of questions to find out a bit
more about her:

Making Amends
It’s probably no surprise to anyone to learn
that when I drank, I drank, and drank … and
drank! Wherever I drank trouble seemed to
follow, or that’s how it seemed at the time. Of
course, I now have the humility to be able to
admit that it was I who became trouble when
I drank. On the receiving end of that trouble
was my local curry house which was open
until the early hours of the morning selling
alcohol.
After a year into my Recovery I decided it
was time to make amends to the proprietor.
I decided I should also tie this in with saying
thanks to The Basement Recovery Project
for all they had done in helping me on my
Recovery journey and achieving abstinence.
The best and most obvious thing to do was to
raise some money for Martin’s Room.

I had a chat with Ziggy, the owner of Ziggy’s
Spice House (what a coincidence they are also
Who is she, how did she get into this line of
on Carlton Street in Halifax) and together we
work?
decided to run an ‘all you can eat’ curry night.
He kindly agreed to put a donation towards
“Paula Madeira, I went into teaching in
to the project too. After much planning and
seventy-six and since then I’ve been teaching”.
ticket selling 44 people came to Ziggy’s in
What does she think (Qi Gong) gives to
September.
people in recovery?
When Michelle asked me if I would like to
It was an extremely poignant event for me as
spend a week in sunny Manchester learning
“In recovery it gives them selfI had my family with me who I put through
the ancient art I was curious but unsure,
conscious(ness), strength in the body, the
so much during my using days I also had
however after a little (very little) research
organs and helps a lot to detox and especially my new family, The Basement Project and of
I decided that this Qi Gong stuff had me
the way of thinking changes a lot, those are
course the Martin’s Happy Days crew too, all
written all over it so I told her I would give it
the main benefits”.
coming together having fun without drugs or
a whirl.
alcohol. We had a great time with raffle prizes
Does she go all over the world teaching?
Though I really hadn’t known what to expect,
too, thanks to The Ivy House and Gemma
“Not yet; Portugal, Africa, Mozambique and
I certainly hadn’t expected the course to be
Peers hairdressers.
now here”.
quite as intense and challenging as it turned
We raised £190 and I would like to say a
out to be and I have to admit that some parts Has she had good results?
massive thanks to everyone who came,
of it were very difficult for me, especially the
but especially thanks to Ziggy. It truly was
“Very good results”.
intimate nature of some of the interactions
recovery at its best.
and some of the trust exercises nearly brought Would she recommend it to anyone?
on an anxiety attack. However I endured and
Danielle
“Yes, yes as a way of being I think it’s great for
in the end was really glad that I had.
your health, for your mind especially; I think
The course involved four major areas of study, it changes a lot your attitude it is very good”.
those being theory, meditations, massage
I would like to take this opportunity to thank
and of course the twelve movements. The
Michelle and Tom and TBRP for not only
theory and massage sections were fine and
though I struggled at first with remembering making it possible for me to participate but
also for supporting me the way they did.
the sequence, the movements themselves
Thanks to Sonia and Emerging Horizons
eventually became quite straight forward. I
did have a bit of trouble with the meditations for bringing Qi Gong to the UK, thanks to
everyone in the group for making the week so
as I always have and when you find yourself
special and of course much love and thanks to
meditating in a circle of strangers and being
Photo by Leslie
our teacher Paula Madeira for a truly superb
directed to mentally smile at your prostate it
course.
is absolutely time for a bit of faith. However
Find out more about Martin’s Room at:
I am confident that with practice I will get it
www.martinshappydays.com
I myself will continue my practice and
locked down (not my prostate).
training and hopefully after a number
of months will be bringing Qi Gong to a
Keep up to date with TBRP
It genuinely was an honour to have been
Basement Project near you.
news and services including
chosen to participate in such a fascinating
RecoveryTimes notifications.
and rewarding project, I really enjoyed my
Qi is absorbed from sunlight and air and
from the breaking down of food and can be
directed around the body to help heal organs
and promote better, healthy functioning. The
breathing and mental focus can improve or
change mood and better organise thought
processes.
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